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About inoqo

 


Founded in 2020, inoqo is a conscious lifestyle app that aims to support users to make 

everyday better informed shopping decisions. In a world of over, mis- or blurred 

information, inoqo wants to provide consumers with scientific-based data on the 

environmental, social and biodiversity impact of familiar grocery products. Our mission 

is to help all of us align our daily purchasing decisions to our key concerns so that we 

can actively contribute to a sustainable production-consumption cycle. The app uses a 

specific innovative technology that can passively and smartly track the user’s grocery 

basket and inform them about -for example- the CO2 impact of their purchase and how 

aligned it is to their environmental priorities or social values. The solution will actively 

recommend alternative products of lower impact and encourage them through 

personalized content, gamification and community challenges to further pursue a 

sustainable lifestyle. We strongly believe that our daily habits can change the world. 

Our vision is to enable millions of consumers around the globe to learn why and how 

their consumption decisions impact biodiversity, climate and their own well-being. We 

want to accelerate the change towards sustainable production: as users consume more 

responsibly, they create healthy competition between companies who start to produce 

responsibly. 



We have ten years left to cut our CO2 emissions by half and our food systems alone 

are responsible for 26% of our global emissions.

Founded


Locations


Size


Contact


2020


Vienna HQ


25+


hello@inoqo.com

Facts
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Mission and vision

 


Our vision is to regenerate the wellbeing of our planet by empowering millions of people 

to live in line with their environmental,social and well-being priorities, thereby 

accelerating a shift towards more sustainable consumption and production.



Our mission is to empower people to live more consciously by providing them 

evidence-based information on the impact of their lifestyle on people and the planet, as 

well as to influence their behavior by recommending more sustainable products and 

services.
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Background and methodology

 


In order to provide our users with an overview of the social and ecological 

consequences of their purchases, inoqo uses trustworthy data sources and statements 

from renowned experts. inoqo pays attention to the independence of experts and 

databases and ensures that they come from independent and governmental 

institutions. We use, for example, information from European Environmental Ministries 

(e.g. Bilans GES), the “Our World in Data” database, the Albert Schweizer Institute and 

information from environmental NGOs (e.g. Greenpeace, WWF).


 


inoqo uses different sources to assess the sustainability impacts of products. Our 

assessment is based on the information currently available to us so we can only provide 

a rough overview of the environmental and social impacts of the products. We are 

aware that our impact assessment contains a certain degree of inaccuracy.  In the first 

step, we focus on the greenhouse gas emissions of products (measured in CO2 

equivalents) as well as highly ecologically or ethically questionable ingredients (e.g. the 

origin and cultivation of palm oil, eggs from caged hens and meat and fish from 

unknown or questionable origins).

IfEU Institute

ADEME Bilans GES


WWF Fish, Meat and Palm Oil 

Guidebook


Greenpeace Fish and Palm Oil 

Guidebook


  
(September 2020)


https://www.klimatarier.com/de/CO2_Rechner


(September 2020), bilans-ges.ademe.fr/


(September 2020)


(September 2020)


Sources
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Labels and quality seals

 


Labels or quality seals can help consumers to choose healthy and sustainable products. They 

provide information about the quality of the products (e.g. their ecological, social or health safety) 

and about production methods. However, as there are now several hundred different eco-labels, 

private labels and quality seals, it is often difficult for consumers to know which labels and actors 

they can trust. inoqo has therefore worked its way through the labels´ jungle and extracted the 

standards that a label stands for in detail.



Quality labels that inoqo refers to include:

Demeter .   Naturland Fair AMA organic seal EU-Bio       . . .      ASC       .       MSC
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Are our assessments independent?

 


Our assessments are based purely on scientific and factual data and are not influenced by 

manufacturers, brands or any institutions.



   We are in the process of setting up a scientific advisory board consisting of recognised 

scientists and experts. This will oversee our approach and ensure that our product reviews and 

own organic recommendations are unbiased and based purely on the latest scientific evidence.



   We strictly differentiate between sustainable organic content/recommendations and clearly 

labelled sponsored ads or sponsored content. Our impact data team is completely independent of 

the commercial side of the business and produces analysis and recommendations based purely on 

the latest scientific evidence. To give you an example: Although you will find sponsored ads for 

organic soft drinks on inoqo, you will also be informed that the most sustainable drink is tap water. 

Ultimately, sustainability is a continuum, not a black and white decision, and we always leave it up 

to our users to decide how far they want to go.

1

2
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Financing

 


inoqo has received funding from different sources:


Austrian institutions: we have won several grants and loans coming from state institutions such as 

AWS, FFG, greenstart and Wirtschaftsagentur Wien










Private investors: several private investors have been convinced by the mission and the team 

behind the project.
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Our Team

Markus Linder


in 2019 Markus stepped back from his role at the 

SaaS-scaleup Zoovu (pka SMARTASSISTANT) - which 

he had founded 13 years earlier and helped scale to a 

150+ team members, $25M+ VC-funded global market 

leader as it’s founding CEO. He took some time off to 

travel with his family and during that time had the 

opportunity to learn about the impact climate and 

biodiversity crisis will have on his own life and the life 

of his kids. At that point he decided to fully leverage 

his experience, his network and skills on helping to 

mitigate the worst - as a father, as an entrepreneur, as 

an early stage impact investor and as a citizen. Once 

back to civilization he started to look for like-minded 

entrepreneurial minds and got inoqo started

Founder



Helene Saurais


Helene started her career in 2004 in China at adidas. 

She took different key roles in retail operations, trade 

marketing and CRM and established the online 

business division.  She accepted the challenge from 

Gucci to establish the very first online luxury store in 

China and after 10 years in Shanghai, she took a 

senior role in Gucci Headquarters in Italy as digital 

director. One of her major milestones includes the 

successful redesign & replatforming of the new gucci 

website, launched in 26 countries, in 10 languages and 

with localized operations. During her time in China, 

she witnessed the devastating effects of pollution on 

nature and health and started to raise interest in 

sustainable development. However it is only after the 

birth of her children that she decided to quit the 

fashion industry and dedicate herself to a project with 

purpose.

Co-founder



Bernhard Schandl


Bernhard is CTO of the diabetes app provider mySugr 

(acquired by Roche in 2017) with currently approx. 200 

employees), which he joined as one of its first 

employees and is responsible for building the 

technology that’s currently used by millions of users in 

70+ countries. Before joining mySugr, Bernhard has 

spent several years in academia, working on semantic 

systems, ontologies and knowledge representation, 

and in-


formation extraction. After that, he co-founded 

Gnowsis.com where he has developed collaboration 

and productivity utilities by making use of ontologies, 

knowledge graphs, and semantic search. At inoqo he 

oversees all software development efforts (including 

mobile and Web development), is responsible for the 

overall technology strategy and roadmap, and 

operates inoqo’s cloud infrastructure.

Co-Founder
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Doris Wimmer


Doris has a broad knowledge of environmental 

sciences, with experience in water engineering, 

sustainability, and management. She is passionate 

about sustainable development, the environment, and 

development cooperation. Doris studies Environmental 

Engineering and Water Management intending to 

improve people’s lives and livelihoods while preserving 

natural ecosystems. With the increasing awareness of 

the effects of anthropogenic activities on the natural 

ecosystem, Doris saw the need to complement this 

knowledge with a further degree in business – not only 

to observe and assess the effects of land degradation 

and pollution but also to counteract unsustainable 

resource consumption. She has engaged with key 

topics such as corporate responsibility and the circular 

economy within her master’s degree in Management at 

Cranfield University.

Co-Founder



Simon Haberfellner


Simon studied physics and has a broad background in 

environmental technologies and data science. As part 

of his endeavour to figure out how the world works, he 

expanded his view from the physical to the cognitive 

realm, which forms his interdisciplinary playground to 

act on the greatest leverages for societal and systemic 

change. He is convinced that lowering our 

communication barriers and being more transparent 

about our motives, as well as openly sharing our 

mutual motivations, we as a society will be able to 

build the necessary solutions for a sustainable and 

resilient future. By solving the environmental crises he 

hopes to also contribute to other pressing issues that 

he feels morally obligated to. This he hopes to achieve 

with inoqo.

Co-founder



Elisa Gramlich


Elisa started her career in social entrepreneurship and 

innovation before joining WWF Austria in 2017.  There 

she works as a program manager in the area of climate 

& consumption. In addition to managing the 

innovate4nature idea and start-up competition on the 

topic of biodiversity, she advocates for a sustainable 

transformation of the economy in bilateral projects 

with companies such as IKEA and SPAR. In addition, 

she is an expert and spokesperson for the topics of 

plastics & circular economy at WWF Austria. With the 

co-founding of inoqo she wants to contribute further 

to a sustainable transformation of our production and 

consumption patterns. Due to her studies in 

Environmental Sciences and Sustainable Business 

Management (M.Sc.) at Utrecht University and her 

several years of experience in the sustainability and 

innovation field, Elisa is responsible for the impact 

area of inoqo. 

Co-Founder



Our Team
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Media Coverage

Wiener Impact-Startup Inoqo sichert sich 
sechsstelliges Investment und Förderung

Der große Trending Topics Guide zu den 
Persönlichkeiten des Jahres 2019

Flatten the Curve: Schaffen wir das auch für 
die Klimakrise?

Das sind die TOP-10 greenstart Finalisten

Markus Linder: Wiener Scaleup-Gründer plant 
mit Nachhaltigkeits-App nächsten Coup

IP Österreich startet neues Werbeformat für 
Nachhaltigkeits-Startups

Der Brutkasten

Trending Topics

Tech & Nature

innovationorigins

Future Zone

Inoqo: Österreichische App hilft dir, 
nachhaltiger zu leben

In Österreich entsteht gerade ein „Runtastic“ 
für Weltretter

Start-up of the Day: inoqo app makes 
sustainable consumerism easy

Klimarettung mit Lastenroller und 
Nachhaltigkeits-App


https://www.techandnature.com/inoqo/

https://www.techandnature.com/in-osterreich-entsteht-gerade

-ein-runtastic-fur-weltretter/

https://innovationorigins.com/start-up-of-the-day-inoqo-app-

makes-sustainable-consumerism-easy/

https://innovationorigins.com/start-up-of-the-day-inoqo-app-

makes-sustainable-consumerism-easy/

https://www.derbrutkasten.com/inoqo-investment-aws-ffg-for

derung/

https://www.trendingtopics.at/der-grosse-trending-topics-guid

e-zu-den-persoenlichkeiten-des-jahres-2019/

https://www.derbrutkasten.com/videos/flatten-the-curve-scha

ffen-wir-das-auch-fur-die-klimakrise/

https://www.derbrutkasten.com/videos/flatten-the-curve-scha

ffen-wir-das-auch-fuhttps://www.derbrutkasten.com/greenstar

t-kick-off-die-top-10-finalisten-stehen-fest/-die-klimakrise/

https://www.derbrutkasten.com/zoovu-markus-linder-nachhalti

gkeit-app/

https://www.derbrutkasten.com/ip-oesterreich-startet-neues-

werbeformat-fur-nachhaltigkeits-startups-kmu/
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Logo & Icon
On light backgrounds use our logo as is. On any colored 

Background or Image only use the white logo.
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Press Contact

Helene Saurais

Helene@inoqo.com



